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ABSTRACT

We show that object detectors can hallucinate and detect
missing objects; potentially even accurately localized at their
expected, but non-existing, position. This is particularly problematic for applications that rely on visual part verification:
detecting if an object part is present or absent. We show how
popular object detectors hallucinate objects in a visual part
verification task and introduce the first visual part verification dataset: DelftBikes1 , which has 10,000 bike photographs,
with 22 densely annotated parts per image, where some parts
may be missing. We explicitly annotated an extra object state
label for each part to reflect if a part is missing or intact. We
propose to evaluate visual part verification by relying on recall and compare popular object detectors on DelftBikes.
Index Terms— Visual part verification, object detection
1. INTRODUCTION
Automatically localizing and detecting an object in an image
is one of the most important applications of computer vision.
It is therefore paramount to be aware that deep object detectors can hallucinate non-existent objects, and they may even
detect those missing objects at their expected location in the
image, see Fig. 1. Detecting non-existing objects is particularly detrimental to applications of automatic visual part verification or visual verification: determining the presence or
absence of an object. Examples of visual verification include
infrastructure verification in map making, missing instrument
detection after surgery, part inspections in machine manufacturing etc. This paper shows how popular deep detectors hallucinate objects in a case study on a novel, specifically created
visual object part verification dataset: DelftBikes.
Visual verification as automatic visual inspection is typically used for manufacturing systems with applications such
as checking pharmaceutical blister package [1], components
on PCBs [2, 3], solder joint [4], parts of railway tracks [5],
rail bolts [6], aeronautic components [7, 8], objects [9], and
parts under motion [10]. In this paper, we do not focus on a
particular application. Instead, we evaluate generic deep object detectors which potentially can be used in several visual
inspection applications.
1 https://github.com/oskyhn/DelftBikes
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Fig. 1. Hallucination examples on DelftBikes for Faster
RCNN [11], RetinaNet [12] and YOLOv3 [13]. Faster RCNN
and RetinaNet detect the front wheel and YOLOv3 predicts
the saddle with a high IoU score. Deep object detectors may
detect non-existent objects at their expected locations.
There are important differences between visual verification and object detection. An object detector should not detect the same object multiple times. For visual verification,
however, the goal is to determine if an object is present or
absent, and thus having an existing object detected multiple
times is not a problem, as long as the object is detected at
least once. This makes recall more important than precision.
Moreover, there are differences in how much costs a mistake
has. The cost for an existing object that is not detected (false
negative) is that a human needs to check the detection. The
cost for a missing object that is falsely hallucinated as being
present (false positive) is that this object is a wrongly judged
as intact and thus may cause accidents in road infrastructure,
or may cause incomplete objects to be sent to a customer. The
costs for hallucinating missing objects is higher than missing
an existing object. These aspects motivate us to not use the
evaluation measure of object detection. Object detectors are
typically evaluated with mean Average Precision (mAP) and
because detections of non-existent objects at lower confidence
levels does not significantly impact mAP, the problem of object hallucination has largely been ignored. Here, we propose
to evaluate visual verification not with precision but with a
cost-weighted variant of recall.
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Fig. 2. Example images of our DelftBikes visual verification dataset. Each image has a single bike with 22 bounding box
annotated parts. The similar pose, orientation and position can be misleading for context-sensitive detectors as often one or two
parts are missing (the saddle in (a), the wheels in (e) etc.).

2. DELFTBIKES VISUAL VERIFICATION DATASET
DelftBikes (See Fig. 2) has 10,000 bike images annotated
with bounding box locations of 22 different parts where each
part is in one of four possible states:
intact: The part is clearly evident and does not indicate any
sign of damage. All the images in Fig. 2 have an intact steer.
damaged: The part is broken or has some missing parts.
In Fig. 2-g, the front part of the saddle is damaged.
absent: The part is entirely missing and is not occluded.
Fig. 2-e has missing front and back wheels.
occluded: The part is partially occluded because of an external object or completely invisible. The saddle in Fig. 2-b is
covered with a plastic bag.

The distribution of part states is approximately similar for
training and testing set, see Fig. 3. The part state distribution shows 60.5% intact, 19.5% absent, 14% occluded, and
6% damaged. The front pedal, dress guard, chain and back
light have respectively the highest number of intact, absent,
occluded and damaged part states. Note that even if a part is
absent or occluded, we still annotate its most likely bounding
box location. DelftBikes contains positional and contextual
biases. In Fig. 4 where we plot an ellipse for each part in the
dataset in terms of their mean position, height and width. It is
possible to recognize the shape of a bike, which indicates that
there are strong part-to-part position and contextual relations.
Its those biases that learning systems may falsely exploit and
cause detector hallucinations.
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Object hallucination by deep detectors can be causes by
sensitivity to the absolute position in the image [14, 15] while
also affected by scene context [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Here, we
focus on the visual verification task, its evaluation measure, a
novel dataset, and a comparison of popular existing detectors.
Investigating context is future work.
Existing object detection datasets such as PASCAL
VOC [21], MS-COCO[22], Imagenet-det [23], and Open
Image [24] have no annotated object parts. Pascal-Parts [25]
and GoCaRD [26] include part labels, yet lack information
if a part is missing and where, as is required to evaluate
visual verification. Thus, we collected a novel visual verification dataset: DelftBikes where we explicitly annotate all
part locations and part states as missing, intact, damaged, or
occluded.
We have the following contributions:
1. We demonstrate hallucination in object detection for 3
popular object detectors.
2. A dataset of 10k images with 22 densely annotated
parts specifically collected and labeled for visual verification.
3. An evaluation criteria for visual verification.
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Fig. 3. The distribution of part states for train and test sets
in DelftBikes. The ratio of part states are roughly similar for
train and test sets. The intact parts have the highest ratio by
around 60%. Approximately 20% of parts in the dataset are
absent. The damaged and occluded parts constitute 20%.
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Fig. 4. Averaging position and size for all 22 parts in DelftBikes resembles a bicycle, illustrating the prior in absolute
position and the contextual part relations.

3. EXPERIMENTS ON DELFTBIKES
The dataset is randomly split in 8k for training and 2k for testing. We use a COCO pretrained models of Faster RCNN [11]
and RetinaNet [12]. Both networks have a Resnet-50 [27]
backbone architecture with FPN. The networks are finetuned
with DelftBikes for 10 epochs using SGD with a initial learning rate of 0.005. The YOLOv3 [13] architecture is trained
from scratch for 200 epochs using SGD with an initial learning rate of 0.01. Other hyperparameters are set to their defaults. We group the four part states in two categories for
visual verification: (i) missing parts consist of absent and occluded states and (ii) present parts include intact and damaged
states. During training, only parts with present states are used.
Detection. We first evaluate traditional object detection
using AP. For object detection, the missing parts are not used
during training nor testing. In Fig. 5, we show results for an
IoU of 0.5:0.95 for the 3 detectors. For most of the classes,
Faster RCNN and RetinaNet obtain approximately a similar
result and YOLOv3 is a bit behind. Front wheel and back
wheel are large and well detected. The small parts like bell
and dynamo have under 12% AP score because they are small
parts and often not present. The other parts are below 50%
AP, where half of the parts have less than 20% AP, which
makes DelftBikes already a challenging and thus interesting
object detection dataset.
Recall of missing parts. Here, we analyze the hallucination failure of the detectors by evaluating how many nonexisting parts they detect in an image. We calculate the IoU
score for each detected missing part on the test set. We threshold these false detections in terms of their IoU scores to evaluate if the missing parts are still approximately localized. We
define the recall score which is the ratio between the number
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Fig. 5. Object detection results on DelftBikes. Results per
category and overall performance. Notice that half of the detections are below 20% AP score. In most of the cases, Faster
RCNN and RetinaNet perform similarly and YOLOv3 is behind them.

of detected missing part at a given IoU threshold and the total number of missing parts.We show recall for varying IoU
threshold for each method in Fig. 6. For a reasonable IoU
of 0.5, RetinaNet and YOLOv3 detect approximately 20%
of missing parts and Faster RCNN 14%. Without looking
at position, (IoU=0), RetinaNet and YOLOv3 detect as much
as almost 80% of missing parts. Interestingly, Faster RCNN,
with similar mAP object detection score as RetinaNet, detects
only 32% of missing parts. For Faster RCNN, the most hallucinated part with 14% is gear case. For YOLOv3, a missing dynamo is most detected and RetinaNet hallucinates most
about the dress guard.
Evaluating visual verification. For visual verification,
we want high recall of present parts and low recall of missing
parts where detecting the same object multiple times does not
matter. Besides, wrongly detected missing parts (false positives) cost more than not detected present parts (false negatives). Thus, our Fvv evaluation score is based on recall and
inspired by the Fβ score [28] so we can weight detection mis-
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Fig. 6. Recall of missing parts on DelftBikes for varying Intersection over Union (IoU). We annotated likely position of
missing parts, and the recall of such missing parts should be
as low as possible. All methods wrongly detect missing parts
at approximately their expected location, as in Fig. 1.
takes differently as
Fvv =

(1 + β 2 )RP (1 − RM )
.
β 2 (1 − RM ) + RP

(1)

RP is the present recall and RM the missing recall calculated
at a certain IoU threshold. The β parameter allows to weight
the detection mistakes, where we set the β parameter to 0.1
so that detections of missing parts are 10x more costly than
not detected present parts.
Visual verification results. Visual verification performance is estimated by using the recall of present and missing
parts. We have two setups for visual verification calculation:
with and without localization. Visual verification with localization: the present recall has an IoU threshold of 0.5, where
the missing recall is less relying on position and we set its
IoU threshold to 0.1. Visual verification without localization:
we set all IoU thresholds to 0. This, in addition, allows us
to evaluate a full-image multi-class multi-label classification
(MCML) approach. An Imagenet pretrained ResNet-50 architecture is fine-tuned with BCE with logits loss and SGD
with an initial learning rate of 0.05 for 15 epochs. After every
5 epoch, the learning rate is reduced by a factor of 10. The
network obtains 91% of recall for present parts and 32% of
recall for missing parts.
Results are shown in Table 1. For the with localization
results, Faster RCNN outperforms RetinaNet and YOLO in
terms of lower recall of missing parts by 28% and a higher
Fvv score by 72%. RetinaNet and YOLOv3 detects more than
60% of missing parts and achieve only 38% and 36% of Fvv
score respectively. In Fig. 5, the AP scores of Faster RCNN

Table 1. Visual verification of Faster RCNN, RetinaNet,
YOLOv3 and MCML for different present (T P ) and missing
(T M ) IoU thresholds on DelftBikes. (top) When (T P , T M )
equals to (0.5, 0.1): RetinaNet has highest recall for present
parts. Faster RCNN detects the fewest missing parts and
has best Fvv score. (bottom) When localization is discarded:
MCML method outperforms RetinaNet and YOLOv3 and results similarly Faster RCNN in Fvv score.
and RetinaNet are quite similar, yet the Fvv performance of
Faster RCNN is almost 2 times higher than RetinaNet. RetinaNet has 7% more intact recall score than YOLOv3, however, the difference for Fvv is only 2%. For the without localization results, when the present and missing IoU thresholds
are set to 0, all the methods obtain more than 90% present
recall. Interestingly, the MCML method, which only needs
full image class labels, outperforms RetinaNet and YOLOv3
detectors and performs similar to Faster RCNN.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We show hallucinating object detectors: Detectors can detect
objects that are not in the image even with a high IoU score.
We show hallucination in the context of a visual part verification task. We introduce DelftBikes, a novel visual verification dataset, with object class, bounding box and state
labels. We evaluate visual verification by recall, where the
cost of falsely detected missing parts is more expensive than
a missing present part. For object detection, Faster RCNN
and RetinaNet has similar AP score, however, Faster RCNN
is the better for visual verification.
One limitation of our work is that the human annotations
for the non-existing parts are partly guesswork. Taking this
into account, this makes it even more surprising that detectors
predict with such a high IoU score.
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